
Hello to all our residents & their families, 
 
We have received the results of the recent Resident and Family/Carer Satisfaction 
Survey. Thank you for participation. Please be assured all areas of low satisfaction are 
being reviewed and an action plan will be developed to address these issues. A copy of 
the graphed results and the corresponding Action Plan will be displayed on the 
Noticeboard in the front foyer for your interest. 
 
Kind Regards, 

Sue Haley - Care Manager 
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A cheery hello to our residents, relatives, staff and friends 
 
As I write in my office, the early morning fog is just lifting and a day full of sunshine is 
on the way.  A lovely sunny day is usually guaranteed after a foggy start.  We had a 
little cold snap during early June for a couple of days where the weather was struggling 
to reach eleven degrees but hopefully there will not be a repeat session.  We are lucky 
living near the beach where our temperatures are several degrees milder than out west 
where they have had frost some mornings.  The snow fell quite thickly up in the Blue 
Mountains and many Sydneysiders travelled there to make the most of the experience.  
Being a summer person, I was not one of them although it was fun to watch many 
children making snowmen, throwing snowballs at one another, tobogganing, and 
enjoying themselves on the nightly news. 

From the Care Manager’s Desk 

A reminder for all families to remind 
their friends visiting from 1

st
 June that 

everyone entering an aged care facility 
is required to produce evidence of 
having had the current flu vaccination 
this year.  Please note that this covers 
everyone from six months of age and 
above.  If you also have had a Covid 
shot/shots, you are welcome to inform 
us so we can add you to our register.   
 
We are currently waiting for NSW 
Health to advise when they will come 
to the facility to give all staff the 
vaccine. 
 
Unfortunately, we have had a major 
outbreak of Covid in Sydney, so we 
are back to all staff wearing masks 
again within the facility.  Currently no 
visitors are allowed but we are back to 
having bench by the fence visits.  
Please inform the staff whether you 
would like a chair to sit on while you 
are chatting with your loved one.  
Don’t forget that the phone and 
Facetime are also available anytime 
for those important communication 
times together. 
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We had our annual visit from the NSW Food Authority during June, and I am delighted to 
inform you that once again we successfully received an A rating.  I am grateful to the hard 
work our catering staff put into the kitchen and dining room on a daily basis.  Their efforts 
towards constant cleanliness and good documentation helps us achieve a top rating along 
with presenting tasty food for everyone.   Congratulations to all staff who participate and 
contribute to maintaining a spotless kitchen. 
 
We said goodbye to Alan one of our favourite residents when he moved to a higher care 
facility recently.  Unfortunately, Alan slowly lost his mobility after a recent hip operation.  
We were amazed how Alan often loved to walk around the facility with his long strides 
prior to that.  We will miss his cheerfulness and smile. We also said goodbye to Patricia 
who has moved on after a short respite stay here. 
 
Daisy, our new Clinical Care Educator, came to visit to discuss her plans for education in 
our region.  We will be sharing Daisy with our three other facilities, and she will streamline 
our education calendar to cover current issues and to keep our staff informed with aged 
care reforms. 
 
We are very fortunate to be located just down the road from Kogarah Community 
Services.  We had been invited a few years ago to participate in art, craft and musical 
activities with their attendees at both Kogarah Community rooms and Carlton Public 
School.   
 
Nearly two years ago I began discussions with Maria, their Aged Care Support and 
Intergenerational Program Assistant about getting preschool and primary school children 
together with our residents.  Then Covid hit and we had to put our plans on hold until 
recently where we had a fun time of painting, singing, eating lunch and dancing at Beverly 
Park Golf Club.  We also attended a Gallipoli Memorial at South Hurstville RSL earlier this 
year which had many interesting artifacts on display from past wars.  And during June we 
attended an Intergenerational Open Day at Kogarah Park which saw many people from 
our community attending the festivities.  There was an animal farm, local choirs – young 
and old, dancers, showbags, Devonshire teas, a delicious Greek barbeque and on top of 
all that, the Mayor of Kogarah gave a very complimentary speech about Maria’s program.  
The funding has been extended until the end of this year so we can only hope extra 
funding can be found for next year too so young and old can continue to get together for 
many quality activities.   
 
Once again, the program is on hold until the lockdown is lifted.  However, we have 
received paintings for the residents from the pre-school children via email.  We will take 
photos of our residents with the paintings and send them back so the children can see 
that we appreciated their efforts. 
 
Two birthdays were celebrated recently – Andrea and Merryn.  George and Dennis will be 
the next birthday people to celebrate their birthdays coming up soon.   We always look 
forward to sharing their delicious birthday cakes on their special days. 
 
Until next time – stay safe! 
Stephanie Romano 
Care Manager - The Laurels 
 

From the Care Manager’s Desk 
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Just ponder on this for a minute... 
 
2020 - We just have to stay in for a couple of months. 
WW II - You have to leave your loved ones and might never see them again. 
 
2020 - But my kids need some fresh air so we're all going to the park. 
WW II - Your kids have to be evacuated and live with random good samaritans for their 
safety. 
 
2020 - I can only Facetime my family and friends I can't see them. 
WW II - I have written letters, I'm hoping they're received and I get a response this year. 
 
2020 - I am trying to order my food shop online, it's taking ages to get to me I need, 
alcohol, and all the other foods I'm craving. 
WW II - Are you coming to queue-up in the line for our rations-potato soup every day of 
the week? 
 
2020 - The government hasn't said we can't go out, they just said we can but only once to 
exercise so I'm going to go meet my friends and do what I want. 
WW II - I'm not going out just in case a 
bomb drops so I will stay in listening to 
some music quietly because the air raid 
siren might go off. 
 
2020 - Netflix needs to sort the streaming 
out I can't even watch a series without it 
crashing. 
WW II - We are sitting in the dark around a 
candle playing cards keeping as much light 
in as possible so the warplanes don't see 
us from above. 
 
2020 - Every man for themselves, so I'm 
going to stock-pile as much as I can 
because we are more important than 
anyone else, never mind the elderly that 
gave us this freedom. 
WW II - I'm so grateful for this community, 
everyone is helping each other out when 
and where we can, we must stay strong. 
 
 
This is the perspective that we should 
have, we don't know how LUCKY we 
have it and people still aren't listening.  
 
Stay in, it really is that simple! 
 
 
 

 From the Care Manager’s Desk 

AUGUST/SEPTEMBER 2021 
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World Indigenous Day 9 August 

Indigenous Facts & Figures 

 
 Of the 7 billion people on Earth, 370 million are indigenous people. They 

represent 5% of the world's population and live in 70 different countries. 

 The Sequoia tree is named in honour of the Cherokees' leader, Sequoyah. 

 Australian indigenous people have one of the world's oldest living cultures, 

having lived here for at least 50,000 years. 

 It is estimated that there are more than 100 uncontacted tribes around the 

world, mostly in the dense forests of South America, Central Africa and New 

Guinea. 

 The Masai are nomadic herdsmen, living in Tanzania and Kenya. They live mainly 

from the meat and milk of cattle and goats; they do not cultivate crops. 

 The Karen people live in the mountains of Burma and Thailand. They are famous 

for the coil neck rings worn by the women for beauty purposes. The first coil is 

applied when girls are 5 years old. This custom is dwindling. 

 Many indigenous tribes do not bury their dead; instead, they leave them far from 

the village at the mercy of the elements. 

 Bush tucker or bush food is any food native to Australia, used as sustenance by 

the original 

 inhabitants, the Aboriginal Australians.  

 Green Plum, a bush tucker common in the Northern Territory is the richest source 

of Vitamin C in the world (containing 3.150mg per 100g). 

 There are approximately 5,000 different indigenous tribes around the world. 

 Pharmaceutical companies try to harness the knowledge indigenous people 

have of medicinal plants and roots. 

 It is widely believed that Indigenous agricultural knowledge surpasses that of 

scientists and engineers. They know when to cultivate in order to maximize results 

and never use chemicals. 

 The Moken Sea Gypsies, living on the west coast of Thailand, have eyesight 

considered 'superhuman' to forage for food in the sea. They use simple tools 

such as nets and spears to hunt for flora and fauna. 

 More than 400 indigenous groups live in the Amazon River basin, which is roughly 

7% of the world's surface but harbors more than 50% of Earth's diversity. 
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Left-Handers Facts & Trivia 

 Left-handed people make up 5% to 10% of the population, men being twice as likely to be 
left handed than women. 

 Left-handers are more likely to pursue creative careers. 

 One in four Apollo astronauts was left-handed! 

 The official Boy Scout handshake actually uses the left hand, not the right. The founder of 
the Scouts was ambidextrous (able to use the right and left hand equally well), but he 
chose the left hand because it is closer to the heart 

 Most left-handers draw figures facing the right side. 

 Michelangelo was a lefty; it seems that his ‘David’ is also a lefty by the way he holds his 
sling. 

 Left-handers have been traced back to caveman days. Archaeologists believe some cave 
paintings were created by lefties. 

 Of the five people who created the Macintosh computer, four were left-handed. 

 In ancient times, the Aztecs from Mexico administered medicine for kidney problems with 
the left hand, and medicine for liver problems with the right hand. Go figure! 

 The Incas from Peru believed that being left-handed was a sign of good luck. 

 In Scotland, if a person is unlucky it is said that he or she “was baptized by a left-handed 
priest”. 

 Mothers who give birth over the age of 40 are 128% more likely to have Lefty babies. 

 British slang for left-handed are: kefty, scrammy, and wacky. 

 Lefties in the US are called: southpaws, wrong-way drivers, and portsiders. 

 Champion fencers are mostly 
left-handers. 

 The first recorded set of 
Siamese twins was born in 
1811; they were called 
‘Chang’ and ‘Eng’, meaning 
Right and Left. 

 Recent research has 
demonstrated that most of 
the right-brain-left-brain 
theory is a myth, yet its 
popularity persists because 
many people are unaware 
that the theory is outdated! 

 13
th

 August International Left-handers Day 

AUGUST/SEPTEMBER 2021 
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India Independence Day 
Independence Day is observed annually on 15 August. It is a National Holiday in India 
commemorating the nation's independence from the British Empire on 15 August 1947.  
 
The struggle for India's Independence began in 1857 with the Sepoy Mutiny in Meerut. Later, 
in the 20th century, the Indian National Congress and other political organizations, under the 
leadership of Mahatma Gandhi, launched a countrywide independence movement. Colonial 
powers were transferred to India on August 15, 1947. 
 
The Constituent Assembly, to who power was to be transferred, met to celebrate India's 
independence at 11pm on August 14, 1947. India gained its liberty and became a free country 
at midnight between August 14 and August 15, 1947. It was then that the free India's first 
prime minister Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru gave his famous "Tryst with Destiny" speech. He 
raised the Indian national flag above the Lahore Gate of the Red Fort in Delhi.  
On each subsequent Independence Day, the prime minister has raised the flag and given a 
speech.  
 
The holiday is observed 
throughout India with flag-
hoisting ceremonies, parades 
and cultural events. Indians 
celebrate the day by displaying 
the national flag on their attire, 
accessories, homes and 
vehicles; by listening to patriotic 
songs, watching patriotic 
movies; and bonding with family 
and friends. Books and films 
feature the independence and 
partition in their narrative.  
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Public_holidays_in_India
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Empire
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flag_of_India
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Red_Fort
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 Ale was brewed for centuries without hops. Before the 1400s, it was flavoured with 

the herbs rosemary and thyme. However the antiseptic quality of hops helped to 

preserve the ale from spoiling and people got used to it.  

 Beer was not sold in bottles until 1850. Beer customers would visit the tavern with a 

bucket, have it filled and go on their merry way home.  

 In the 13th century, it was customary to baptize babies with beer.  

 A flood of beer swept through the streets of St. Giles, England, on October 17, 

1814.A brewery tank containing 3.500 barrels of beer ruptured and the tidal wave 

killed 9 people and demolished two houses.  

 Czechs drink the most beer in the world per capita; an average of 160 litres (142 

gallons) a year per person  

 The Scandinavian toast ‘sköl’ derives from ‘scole’ which means ‘skull’. It was a 

drinking bowl shaped like the upper half of a human skull. Originally, these bowls 

were fashioned from the actual skulls of enemies killed in battle by the Vikings.  

 In Bavaria beer is legally defined as a staple food!! 

 Saint Arnulf, aka Arnold was born in the year 580 in ancient France. He was a 

soldier and advisor to the King Theudebert II. In 610 he became the Bishop of Metz 

and during his career he preached to his congregations about the dangers of 

drinking water. Indeed, in those days much of the water in the villages of Europe 

was contaminated. Beer on the other hand was safe to drink, he said. When he 

died in 641, the people of Metz requested that their beloved Bishop be canonized. 

For that the Catholic Church needed at least one verifiable miracle. This was 

promptly provided by the bearers and followers; while taking the body to be 

buried they reported that on the way they felt thirsty and tired and decided to 

stop at a tavern for a few refreshing beers. However the Tavern keeper was out of 

beer and offered only one mug for them to share. As each drank the mug 

miraculously filled up again until they were all satisfied. Saint Arnulf was entombed 

in the basilica of the Holy Family in Metz where he remains to this day.  

 After consuming buckets of ale, the Vikings would head fearlessly into battle, often 

without armour or even shirts.  The Norse word berserk means "bare shirt" and this is 

where the term "going berserk" came from. 

 When the Egyptian pyramids were built, the stonecutters, slaves and public officials 

were paid in a type of beer called 'kash' – which is where the word 'cash' 

originated from.  

 Before thermometers were invented, brewers would dip a thumb into the mixture 

to determine when the temperature was right for adding yeast. Too cold and the 

yeast wouldn't grow; too hot and the yeast would die. This ancient practice is 

where we get the phrase 'rule of thumb'.  

 The music for the 'The Star Spangled Banner' was derived from a British beer 

drinking song called "Anacreon".  

 In the Czech Republic, beer is cheaper than Coke.  

 INTERNATIONAL BEER DAY – 7 August 

AUGUST/SEPTEMBER 2021 
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Alfred Hitchcock 
Alfred Joseph Hitchcock was born in London, England, on August 13, 1899, the youngest of 
three children and was raised by strict, Catholic parents. Although he had two siblings, he 
described his childhood as lonely, with a father who was a stern disciplinarian. He once said 
that he was sent by his father to the local police station with a note asking the officer to lock 
him away for 10 minutes as punishment for behaving badly. This was a sufficient length of 
time to give Alfred a fear of enclosed spaces and a strong concern for wrongful imprisonment, 
both of which would figure in his later work. He also remarked that his mother would force him 
to stand at the foot of her bed for several hours as punishment (a scene alluded to in his film 
Psycho). This idea of being harshly treated or wrongfully accused would later be reflected in 
Hitchcock's films. 
 
Hitchcock attended the Jesuit school St. Ignatius College which had a reputation for 
discipline. The priests used a hard rubber cane on the boys, always at the end of the day, so 
the boys had to sit through classes anticipating the punishment if they had been written up for 
it. He later said that this is where he developed his sense of fear. 
 
He then went on to attend the University of London, taking art courses. He eventually 
obtained a job as a draftsman and advertising designer for the cable company Henley's. It 
was while working at Henley's that he began to write, submitting short articles for the in-house 
publication. From his very first piece, he employed themes of false accusations, conflicted 
emotions and twist endings with impressive skill. In 1920, Hitchcock entered the film industry 
with a full-time position at the Famous Players-Lasky Company designing title cards for silent 
films. When Famous Players closed down its British branch in 1922, he stayed on at Islington. 
He worked on films for independent producers and came to assume more responsibility, 
working as an art director, production designer, editor, assistant director, and writer. 
 
Hitchcock’s first film as a director was the comedy Mrs. Peabody (1922; also called Number 
13), which was not completed, for lack of funding. His first released film was Always Tell Your 
Wife (1923), which he codirected with its star Seymour Hicks, but he did not receive credit. 
Solo credit did not come for another two years, with the melodrama The Pleasure Garden 
(1925). That was followed by The Mountain Eagle (1926), a drama set in the Kentucky 
mountains. But it was The Lodger: A Story of the London Fog (1927) that both he and 
students of the cinema would come to regard as his first “real” work—and one that very much 
drew on his youthful surroundings. Adapted from a popular novel by Marie Belloc Lowndes, 
the suspenseful story introduces the structure of many Hitchcock films to come: a London 
man (Ivor Novello) is accused of being a Jack the Ripper-like killer and finds it nearly 
impossible to prove his innocence. The film became his first hit and also was the first film in 
which he made his trademark cameo appearance. 
 
On 2 December 1926, Hitchcock married the English-American screenwriter Alma Reville at 
the Brompton Oratory in South Kensington. Reville, who was born just hours after Hitchcock, 
converted from Protestantism to Catholicism, apparently at the insistence of Hitchcock's 
mother. 
 
In 1928, when they learned that Reville was pregnant, the Hitchcocks purchased "Winter's 
Grace", a Tudor farmhouse set in 11 acres in Surrey. Their daughter and only child, Patricia 
Alma Hitchcock, was born on 7 July that year.  
 
 

https://www.britannica.com/art/theatre-art
https://www.britannica.com/place/Kentucky
https://www.britannica.com/art/novel
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Marie-Adelaide-Lowndes
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Ivor-Novello
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Jack-the-Ripper
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Ivor-Novello
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Church_of_the_Immaculate_Heart_of_Mary
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_Kensington
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tudor_architecture
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patricia_Hitchcock
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patricia_Hitchcock
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Reville became her husband's closest collaborator. When Hitchcock accepted the AFI Life 
Achievement Award in 1979, he said that he wanted to mention "four people who have given 
me the most affection, appreciation and encouragement, and constant collaboration. The first 
of the four is a film editor, the second is a scriptwriter, the third is the mother of my daughter, 
Pat, and the fourth is as fine a cook as ever performed miracles in a domestic kitchen. And 
their names are Alma Reville.” Reville wrote or co-wrote on many of Hitchcock's films, 
including Shadow of a Doubt, Suspicion and The 39 Steps. 
 
Selznick signed Hitchcock to a seven-year contract beginning in April 1939, and the 
Hitchcocks moved to Hollywood. The Hitchcocks lived in a spacious flat on Wilshire 
Boulevard, and slowly acclimatised themselves to the Los Angeles area. He and his wife 
Alma kept a low profile, and were not interested in attending parties or being celebrities. 
Hitchcock discovered his taste for fine food in West Hollywood, but still carried on his way of 
life from England. He was impressed with Hollywood's filmmaking culture, expansive budgets 
and efficiency, compared to the limits that he had often faced in Britain. In June that year, Life 
magazine called him the "greatest master of melodrama in screen history". 
 
The British film industry’s loss was Hollywood’s gain, as Rebecca (1940) made abundantly 
clear. Du Maurier’s novel Rebecca was a property Selznick had acquired at great cost to 
follow his production of Gone with the Wind (1939), and the potentate bequeathed Hitchcock 
a star-filled cast: Laurence Olivier as the brooding Maxim de Winter, Joan Fontaine as his 
trembling bride, and Judith Anderson as the threatening Mrs. Danvers. The film was an 
enormous success both commercially and critically. It won the Academy Award for best 
picture, and Hitchcock earned his first Oscar nomination for best director. 
 
Hitchcock was lured into television with the promise of a much wider audience. His droll 
introductions for Alfred Hitchcock Presents (1955–62; later The Alfred Hitchcock Hour, 1962–
65) gradually but inexorably converted him into America’s—perhaps even the world’s—best-
known director. He still concentrated on motion pictures but approved which scripts and 
directors would be used; he also directed 20 episodes. 
 
Hitchcock has been called by some the greatest of all directors, the most adroit, and the most 
admired, and the case has been made that he was all of these. His many classics are widely 
acknowledged—including The 39 Steps, The Lady Vanishes, Rebecca, Shadow of a Doubt, 
Notorious, Strangers on a Train, Rear Window, Vertigo, North by Northwest, Psycho, and 
The Birds—and in these films Hitchcock’s genius as both filmmaker and storyteller is 
abundantly evident. 
 
Hitchcock’s films usually centre on either murder or espionage, with deception, mistaken 
identities, and chase sequences complicating and enlivening the plots. Wry touches of 
humour and occasional intrusions of the macabre complete this mixture of cinematic 
elements. Three main themes predominate in Hitchcock’s films. The most common is that of 
the innocent man who is mistakenly suspected or accused of a crime and who must then 
track down the real perpetrator in order to clear himself (e.g., The Lodger and North by 
Northwest). The second theme is that of the guilty woman who enmeshes a male protagonist 
and ends up either destroying him or being saved by him (e.g., Vertigo and Marnie). The third 
theme is that of the (frequently psychopathic) murderer whose identity is established during 
the working out of the plot (e.g., Shadow of a Doubt and Psycho). 

 Alfred Hitchcock 
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Hitchcock’s greatest gift was his mastery of the technical means to build and maintain 
suspense. To this end he used innovative camera viewpoints and movements, elaborate 
editing techniques, and effective soundtrack music, often supplied in his best films by Bernard 
Herrmann. He had a sound grasp of human psychology, as manifested both in his credible 
treatment of everyday life and in the tense and nightmarish situations encountered in his more
-chilling films. His ability to convincingly evoke human menace, subterfuge, and fear gave his 
psychological thrillers great impact while maintaining their subtlety and believability. He was 
also a master of something he called the “MacGuffin”—that is, the use of an object or person 
who, for storytelling purposes, keeps the plot moving along even though that thing or person is 
not really central to the story. (Examples include the titular steps in Hitchcock’s The 39 Steps 
and the microfilm in North by Northwest.) 
 
Among the honours Hitchcock received are the Irving G. Thalberg Award from the Academy of 
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences (1968) and the Life Achievement Award from the American 
Film Institute (1979). 
 
Toward the end of his life, Hitchcock was working on the script for a spy thriller, The Short 
Night. Despite preliminary work, it was never filmed. Hitchcock's health was declining and he 
was worried about his wife, who had suffered a stroke.  
 
Having refused a CBE in 1962, Hitchcock was appointed a Knight Commander of the Most 
Excellent Order of the British Empire (KBE) in the 1980 New Year Honours. He was too ill to 
travel to London—he had a pacemaker and was being given cortisone injections for his 
arthritis—so on 3 January 1980 the British consul general presented him with the papers at 
Universal Studios. Asked by a reporter after the ceremony why it had taken the Queen so 
long, Hitchcock quipped, "I suppose it was a matter of carelessness."  
 
His last public appearance was on 16 March 1980, when he introduced the next year's winner 
of the American Film Institute award. He died of kidney failure the following month, on 29 April, 
in his Bel Air home. Hitchcock was survived by his wife and daughter. His funeral was held at 
Good Shepherd Catholic Church in Beverly Hills on 30 April, after which his body was 
cremated. His remains were scattered over the Pacific Ocean on 10 May 1980.  
 

Alfred Hitchcock 

https://www.britannica.com/science/psychology
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/manifested
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/subterfuge
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Academy-of-Motion-Picture-Arts-and-Sciences
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Academy-of-Motion-Picture-Arts-and-Sciences
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Short_Night
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Short_Night
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Order_of_the_British_Empire
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Order_of_the_British_Empire
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1980_New_Year_Honours
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_cardiac_pacemaker
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cortisone
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Leonardo da Vinci’s famous painting was stolen from the Louvre in Paris on the 

morning of August 21, 1911.  

 

The heist was discovered the next day when a wealthy museum patron and amateur 

painter arrived to study the famous portrait. Instead, he found a blank wall space.  

 

France’s borders were effectively closed, with officials examining every vehicle 

crossing the country's eastern border. Media coverage of the heist spread across the 

globe, turning the little-known painting into a household name.  

 

Police distributed 6,500 leaflets with the painting’s image and offered a 40,000 Franc 

reward for any news that would lead to the return of the painting. Pablo Picasso was 

one of the first suspects but his name was soon cleared.  

 

The real thief was found two years later; it was 32-year-old Vincenzo Peruggia, an 

Italian national, a painter, mason and a Louvre employee. Peruggia was caught in 

December 1913 trying to offload the 

painting to an Italian art collector. 

Peruggia claimed he wanted to see 

the great work returned to its real 

home, Italy. He told police he 

entered the Louvre, closed because 

it was a Monday, dressed in a white 

worker's smock. He lifted the 

painting off the wall and took it to a 

nearby service staircase. There, he 

removed the protective case and 

frame and walked out into the 

streets of Paris through the same 

door he had entered.  

 

Peruggia received a seven-month 

jail sentence and the Mona Lisa was 

returned to France. By then, it was 

the most famous painting in the 

world. 

 

Today, Mona Lisa is the jewel in the 

Louvre’s crown, helping attract over 

10 million visitors to the Paris museum 

annually.  

 

The Disappearance of the Mona Lisa 

AUGUST/SEPTEMBER 2021 
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Father’s Day 
While many people believe that Father's Day is a holiday invented by the fine 
folks at Hallmark, it's not so. The celebration of Dad's special day can most likely 
be credited to Mrs. John B. Dodd, of Washington State, who first suggested the 
idea of the holiday in 1909. 

 

Mrs. Dodd's father, civil war veteran William Smart, was widowed when his wife 
died in childbirth with their sixth child. Despite the obvious hardships, Mr. Smart 
proceeded to raise the newborn along with his five other children, by himself. 

 

It wasn't until Sonora Dodd became an adult that she realised the strength and 
selflessness her father had shown in raising his children as a single parent. The 
original date chosen for the holiday was June 5, her father’s birthday, however 
the celebration was postponed until June 19, the third Sunday in June, because 
there was not enough time to prepare. 

 

In early times, wearing flowers was a traditional way of celebrating Father's Day. 
The red rose to honour a father still living, while a white flower honoured a 
deceased dad. 

 

In 1924 President Calvin Coolidge supported the idea of a national Father's Day, 
but it never became official until 1966 when President Lyndon Johnson signed 
the presidential proclamation that set aside the 3rd Sunday of June as Father's 
Day. 

 

There is no universal date for celebrating 
Father’s Day.  Australians celebrate 
Father’s Day on the first Sunday in 
September and the USA and Canada 
celebrate on the third Sunday in June. 
Many other countries across the world 
celebrate at other times of the year.  

 

Although the celebrations may not all fall 
on the same day, the reason for 
observing the day stays the same – 
honouring your father. 
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History of the Tie 

Most people believe that the necktie originated in the 17th century, in the middle 

ages, during the 30-Year-Old War in France. 

 

King Louis XIII brought in Croatian fighters to support France. The mercenaries arrived 

wearing a piece of cloth around their necks as part of their uniform and the French 

copied it. 

 

However, a collection of terracotta sculptures discovered in 1974 in Xian, China, 

show soldiers with neck cloths wrapped around their necks. 

 

Roman soldiers also wore various styles of neckwear in ancient times as depicted in 

the Roman columns. The predecessor of the modern tie was being worn over a 

thousand years ago. 

 

Historians believe the necktie in all cases was worn as a badge of honour for 

exceptional soldiers. 

 

The French were attracted to the knotted neckties of the Croats because they were 

more practical than the ruffled collars they used. 

 

The French named it ‘Le Cravat’, but it took another 200 years for the tie to evolve 

into the narrow strip it is today. 

 

When the ‘cravat’ made its way to 

the court of Charles II in England in 

1660, it became very popular; the 

rich, the poor and the famous wore it. 

 

Napoleon Bonaparte typically wore 

black cravats and Duque Wellington 

favoured white ones. 

 

The industrial revolution from the 

eighteenth to nineteenth century was 

the catalyst that led to the necktie as 

we know it today. White collar 

workers wanted comfortable and 

simple clothing. Fancy, hard to tie 

neck ties had no place on the factory 

floor. 

 

They started tying their neckwear four-in-hand allowing for a knot at the throat with 

two ends of fabric flowing down. The knot was simple, fast, and held securely. 

 

The rest is history. This way of tying a tie remains popular to this day. 

AUGUST/SEPTEMBER 2021 
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 Opposites Word Game 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Guess the Surnames Quiz 
1. Melba, 2. Poe, 3. Obama, 4. Hepburn, 5. Mozart, 6. Thatcher, 
7. Churchill, 8. Hemingway, 9. Ali, 10. Williams, 11. Picasso,  
12. Pollock, 13. Armstrong, 14. Ball, 15. Lake, 16. Connery, 
17. Brando, 18. Fitzgerald, 19. Dyke, 20. Bill 
 
 

Indian Quiz 
1. Ganges 

2. Pakiston 

3. Taj Mahal 

4. Cows 

5. Rupee 

6. An Anglo-Indian soup 

7. Mahatma Gandhi 

8. Jawaherial Nehru 

9. Basmati 

10. Sanskrit 

 

 

 

Answers 

11. Buddhism 

12. Tigers 

13. Clarified Butter 

14. Yoga 

15. Yogurt 

16. New Delhi 

17. Pork 

18. Rudyard Kipling 

19. The dried and salted 

flesh of the Lizardfish 

20. Indira Gandhi 
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Dear Residents and Families, 
 
I hope you all are doing fine in the coldest weather we have had so far. We are all 
rugged up trying to keep warm with the weather being so chilly at this time of the 
year.  
 
In the month of June, we ran a coloring competition, with lots of residents taking 
part and the overall winner being Adrianna. Adrianna is a fun, bubbly person, who 
loves to try different arts and crafts and to socialize with staff and residents. We 
have had a lot of fun in these past two months with our activities and uplifting 
programs.  
 
We all had a lot of hope that this pandemic was finally ending, but here we are in the 
month of August, finding ourselves back in lock down again. It is very sad that we 
cannot leave the facility and go on bus trips and outings, but we are making the most 
of this situation and implementing new and exciting activities, to keep our residents 
entertained and to help them to stay connected. 
 
In June, we celebrated Pauline’s birthday with a delicious baked birthday cake and 
special afternoon tea. Her brother took her out for lunch, and she received lots of 
beautiful flower bouquets. It was heartwarming to see her so happy. We welcomed 
Andrea and Meryn’s birthdays in July also, and we were very happy to celebrate their 
special days with cake, decorations and lots of birthday cheer. Happy Birthdays 
ladies!  
 
We have had to temporarily postpone our hairdresser visits, now we are in lockdown. 
We are carefully following Government and Department of Health guidelines and 
restrictions, in order to keep everybody at the Laurels safe and healthy but 
residents are already asking when the hairdresser is coming back! 
 
Resident’s enjoy our regular meditation sessions with calming background music and 
actively participate in Thai Chi. Dancing is also very popular and one of our beautiful 
resident Wanda, performed a special dance and had other residents up on the dance 
floor and joining in too.  
 
Let us talk about our daily activities. Residents love participating in a wide range of 
different, entertaining and stimulating activities. Our most recent popular activities 
are chair exercises, move to music sessions and board games. We also provide our 
residents with aroma and massage therapy. These sessions really work to ease their 
heavy shoulders and to maintain calmness and clarity. We love adding colours and 
textures to our activity program, so we do lot of colourful arts and crats, drawings, 
paintings, water colours, collages and much more. 
 
As RAO’s, we love sharing our plans and ideas, to enhance our resident’s lifestyle, 
with you all. We have a walking group every Friday, with a small group of residents 
taking part because of the cold weather but these few residents absolutely love their 
“inside The Laurels” walking group. We hold a social club each Friday afternoon, listen 
to music, share stories, have a drink and some nibblies and relax in a calming social 
environment.   

Activity News 
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Pampering activities appear on the monthly calendar and are very popular. These 
sessions include hand and nail care, massages, grooming, facials, and beauty therapy. 
Bingo sessions are held every Tuesday with a huge number of residents taking part. 
They absolutely love playing bingo.  

Our main aim as an RAO team is to provide our residents with a wide range of 
meaningful activities to choose from. Meaningful activities can have great benefits 
for residents at The Laurels. They provide social connection, a sense of purpose and 
fulfilment, and improved physical wellbeing. Meaningful activities are much more than 
just coordinated group sessions and residents want more than to just be entertained. 
They want to experience meaning and purpose in their lives by doing things that are 
familiar, interesting, useful and of their choice.  
 
As human beings we all want to be involved in day-to-day life and contribute to what 
is going on around us. At The Laurels we aim to make every interaction relevant, by 
focusing on and enabling the person’s abilities and by promoting independence and 
self-esteem. 
 
Until next month, take care and stay safe at home with your families. 
 
Kind regards,  
Team RAO 
 
 

Activity News 
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Vanilla Scones with Strawberry Cream 
Ingredients (serves 20) 

• 4 cups self-raising flour 

• 1 tablespoon caster sugar 

• 1 cup thickened cream 

• 1 cup milk 

• 2 teaspoons vanilla essence 

• 2 tablespoons icing sugar mixture, to serve 
 
Strawberry cream 

• 1/4 cup strawberry jam 

• 1 1/2 cups thickened cream, whipped 

• 150g strawberries, diced 
 
Method 
1. Preheat oven to 190°C. Line a flat baking tray with baking paper. Sift flour, sugar and a 

pinch of salt into a large bowl. 
2. Combine cream, milk and vanilla in a jug. Pour into dry ingredients. Stir with a flat-bladed 

knife to combine. Turn onto a lightly floured surface and knead gently until smooth. 
3. Pat dough out to a 2.5cm-thick round. Using a 5cm scone cutter, cut 12 scones from 

dough. Gently press remaining dough together and repeat. Place scones on prepared 
tray, allowing a little room for spreading. Bake for 12 to 15 minutes or until golden. 
Remove from oven. Cover with a clean tea towel and stand scones on tray for 10 minutes. 

4. Make strawberry cream: Stir jam in a bowl until softened slightly. Add cream and half the 
strawberries. Gently fold through until just combined. 

5. Split scones in half. Top bases with a dollop of strawberry cream, remaining strawberries 
and scone tops. Dust with icing sugar and serve. 

 

Cheese & Bacon Scones 
Ingredients (serves 16) 

• 3 rashers bacon, rind removed, finely chopped 

• 3 cups self-raising flour 

• 80g butter, cubed 

• 100g tasty cheese, finely grated 

• 1 to 1 1/4 cups milk 

• plain flour, for dusting 

• butter, extra, to serve 
 
Method 
1. Preheat oven to 200°C. Line a flat baking tray with non-stick bake liner. 
2. Heat a non-stick frying pan over medium-high heat. Add bacon and cook, stirring, for 4 

minutes or until golden. Transfer to a plate lined with paper towels. Cool completely. 
3. Sift flour into a large bowl. Using your fingertips, rub butter into flour until mixture 

resembles breadcrumbs. Add bacon and cheese. Mix well. 
4. Make a well in centre of mixture. Add 1 cup milk. Mix with a flat-bladed knife until mixture 

forms a soft dough, adding more milk if required. Turn dough onto a lightly floured mat. 
Knead dough gently until smooth (take care not to knead too much). 

5. Pat dough until 2.5cm thick. Using a 5cm cutter, press gently and cut 16 rounds from 
dough. Place 1cm apart on non-stick bake liner. Sprinkle tops of scones with flour. Bake 
for 20 to 25 minutes or until golden and well risen. Serve scones hot with butter. 

 


